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Don't tell me that I can-not love you, dear-ie,
We'll love like sweethearts af-ter we are mar-ried,

Don't you tell me that I can't be true,
You ev'-ry chance we get, we'll sit and spoon.
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say that I have had too many sweethearts, To
thousand times a day I'll hug and kiss you.

settle down and love a girl like you. I
life will be an endless honeymoon. I'll

know I used to be a fickle fellow, And
bring you pretty roses every morning, I'll

told each girlie that would come my way, The
write you loving letters every day, A
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"Somebody Else, It's Always Somebody Else," a novelty ballad that is sweeping the Country, the biggest hit we have ever published. Don't fail to secure a copy.
same sweet story that I've often told you,

pho- to-graph of you I'll always car- ry,

To

lis- ten, dear- ie, what I have to say,

cheer me if I'm lone- ly when a- way.

CHORUS With much expression

I used to make eyes at E- li- za, But that was be-

fore I met you, I used to steal kiss- es from Ma-
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Three charming ballads by the composer of "The Sweetest Story Ever Told;
"Let Me Call You Dearie," "Beloved" and "Love Me Again." Don't fail
to secure copies of these beautiful songs.
“Cupid’s I.O.U.” a flirting song with a pretty story and a simple swinging melody. You will be charmed with it. Secure a copy of this song at once.
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As Deep As The Deep Blue Sea

Words by
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Music by
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The love that I bear for thee

Is as deep as the deep blue sea.

As you o’er the blue;

As broad as the night.

As deep in my heart I keep.
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Dreaming Of You.
(Sweet Be Thy Dreams Of Me)

Words by

RENE BRONNER

Music by

H. W. PETRIE

Sweet heart of you I ever dream

Sweet heart of you I ever dream.

That brings not a thrill of thee.
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